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1. PRELIMINARY DISCUSSIONS

Consider the equation

a) ¿(to=i;-!^-+A«=o
¿ = 1  OXi

and its adjoint

(2) M(v) = -E~- + lv~0,
¿=1  OXi

which satisfy the identity

(3) vL(u) - uM(v) = ¿ -~- («, v) = 0.
i = l   OXi

A particular solution of (1) may be written

(4) ü = e~lrt f (xx — xt,xx — xs,---, xx — xp).

To find the general solution we try

u = v (7.

Equation (1) then becomes

vL(u) + u2t~=::0-
, = 1   OXi

* Presented to the Society, September 7, 1922, and to the Graduate Section of the Mathe-

matics Club at the University of Illinois on April 21,1922. Acknowledgment is hereby made

of the author's indebtedness to Professor R. D. Carmichael for his cooperation in suggesting

the field and method of this research.
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Thus v is determined by 2 ^— = 0, whose solution is
Jifi dxi

V = 1p(Xi — Xi,Xi — Xs, • • -,X — Xp).

From this it is seen that the general solution is of the same form as u.

Likewise the general solution of (2) is found to be

(5) v = eXxtfp(xi — Xi,xx — xs, ■ • -,Xi — Xp).

Choosing the intervals from — n to n for xí, i = 1,2, • • •, p, and taking

the jj-fold integral of equation (3) between these limits, we obtain after

reduction

F-nF-Tt• • • /!-*{[«(?*, in h, - - '., tp-x)v(n, tx, U, • • -, tp-i)

— u(— 7t,tx,---, tp-i)v(— n, ti, • • -, tp-i)]

+ [m(<i, tc, ig, ts,---,tp-i)v(tx,7t, U,---, tp-i)
(6)

— u(h, — n, U,ts,---,tp-i)v(ti, — n, ti,---,tp-x)\-\-

+ \u(tx, h,---, tp-i, n)v(ti, ti, • --¡tp-i, n) — u(tx, -•-,

tp—i, — n)v(tx, • • -, tp—x — n)]} dti• dtt • • • dtp—x = 0.

If now we take as the boundary conditions for (1) the set

-Mm) = u(— n, ti, h,---, tp-i) — u(n, tx, U, • ",tp-i) — 0,

Lt(u) = m(Íi, — n, ti, • • •, tp-i) — u^, n, ti, • • •, tp-i) = 0,

(7)     Ls(u) = u(tx, ti, — 7i,ts,---, tp-x) — u(tx, ti,n,tt,---, tp-i) — 0,

Lp(u) = u(ti, •■•, tp-i, — n) — u(tx,---,tp-x, n) = 0,

then a similar set in v may be taken for the adjoint system, since for such

a choice equation (6) is satisfied for all values of U, » = 1, 2,• ••, (p — 1).

A value of X for which 7(m) = 0 and L,(u) = 0, t = l,2,"«f pf will

also be a principal parameter value for the adjoint system. If a particular

solution (4) £ 0 is found for which there is a discrete set of principal para-

meter values, that set so obtained will contain all the principal values for the

general solution.  To prove this, substitute u = e-^ (x1~xs, xx— ce», ■ • •,
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■Xi—Xp) in the boundary conditions In (u) — 0, i = 1,2, • • •, p. The result
is, upon dividing all but the first by e~ltl,

ekw y (- n—tx,  - IX - ti,---, - It - tp-X)

— e~**w (n — ti,n — ti,...,n — rp-i) = 0,

u(U.-\rn, k—k, k—t»,..., ti— tp-i)

— 9 (k— n, k— ki k—k, • • -, k— 'p-i) = 0,

(8)      tp(k—k, k+n, k—U,...,k—tp-i)

— 9>(<i— k, k — n, k—k,--',k—k>-i) = 0,

q>(k—k, k—k,"'tk—tp-i, k~\- n)

— fik—tt, k—k,---,k—tp-i, tx—n) = 0.

This set may be transformed into a system of p equations in p unknowns by

making the following substitutions:

(i) in the first of equations (8) U = 8%— n, i = 1, 2, • • •, (p — 1);

(ii) in the kth, k= n—Sh-i, k — U = 2n—Si-i, i = 2,3,-- -,(k—1);
k-U = Si, i = Jc, (k + l),...,(p-l), i0Tk = 2,S,...,(p — l);

(iii) in the last, k = n—^p-i» k — U= 2n—St-i, i = 2, 3,---,(j)—1).
A necessary and sufficient condition that these equations possess a solution

not identically zero is that the determinant of their coefficients

D(X) =

e**      0      0     0

— 110     0

0—110

0        0—11

0 0      0     0-1    1

0 —

0 0

0 0

0 0

vanish. Since this involves only the coefficients of the functions y, obviously

no new principal values for X will be introduced by a change in the form of y.

It is easy to see, moreover, that the determinant has the value

¿xD(Jl)= é*—e -\rc
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and that the principal parameter values are

X = ni (» = o, ±l,±2, ••-,» = Vr=ï).

This will be confirmed later by another method.

2. The formal expansion

If we consider two distinct principal values of X, say Xi and Ij, and the

corresponding principal solutions m and uj for a particular y, also the adjoint

solutions, vi and vj, for the same <r, evidently

(9) vjL(uí) — uíM(vj) =2~i—(uiVj) + (Xi—Xj)uiVj.
k=iOXk

Let us form the p-iold integral of this as we did for equation (3). Reducing

as before and using the boundary conditions Lx (iu) = 0, x = 1,2, • < -,p,

and the adjoint boundary conditionsLx (vj) = 0, x — 1, 2, • • -,p, we obtain

( Xi — Xj ) F-xF-x ■••]"*„ Mi tj- da-i dXi • • • da-p = 0.

A division by A¿ — A,- gives the so called biorthogonality condition

(10) F-tzÍ-x ■■■FxUi Vj dxi dxf-dxp = 0.

Since F-„---S-„UiVi dxt--- dxp = F-X' ' • Fnf* dxi--- dxp>0, we can
formally determine the coefficients cn for the expansion

(11) f(Xi,Xt, ■•- ,Xp) =2cnUn(xx ,Xi,---, Xp),
n = —oo

i.e.,

Fx- • -Fxfixi ,-•-, xp) vj (xi, • • •, xp) dxi ■ • • dxp

F-x-'-F-n[f(xi,---, xP)]*dxi ---dxp

The important question is whether the series in equation (11) actually con-

verges to the value f(xx, a?2, • • •, xp). This is answered by a powerful method

due to Birkhoff,* in which he uses contour integrals. Before employing this

* These Transactions, vol. 9 (1908), No. 4, pp. 377—395.
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it is convenient to make the problem in the partial differential system depend

upon p ordinary differential systems.

3. DEPENDENCE OF THE PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL SYSTEM

ON ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

WITH BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

By putting
p

u=X\qí(xí),
(13) '-1

p

v—Y\Yi(xi),
i=l

in equations (1) and (2) and dividing by u and v respectively, we get

2^4-* = o,
(14)

-Z-
>="i Yi

p «'

i=l Qi

+ 1 = 0,

in which a prime indicates the derivative with respect to the one variable

involved.
i p   i i

Clearly — -f Ä = — Z     = const. = /*t, say, and if we put —— 4- X
Qi <=2 Qi Yi

= 2-1— = fix, we shall have a second equation adjoint to the first.
t=2 Yi

Similarly we write in general

o' P      „'

— + r*x-l = — Z   ~ = /*x»
,._. Qx i=x+iQi
(15)

Y y'
— -J- + l»x-l=  Z  ~ = /** (* = 2,8,-",(j»-l))

fx i=x+i yi

and finally

(16) f- + (lp_i = o,       —^4-Mp-i = 0.
Qp Yp

By this substitution the boundary conditions become, after reduction,

(17) ft(— ") = Qii71)

Yi(—n) = Yi(7i) (»== 1,2, •••,!»).
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Solutions of these systems are readily found to be

Ql = >>-<*)*        7x = iß-*)*,

qx = /ftr-Wf-0^      yx = ¿p,-i-ih>xt     forx = 2, 3,.-.,   (j»-l),

and

?„ = e"'1"-130",       yp = tf*-xX'.

There is no loss of generality in putting the multiplicative constants equal

to unity since the equations are homogeneous and in the expansion (11) they

would otherwise cancel out.

The principal parameter values for the ç-system are given by

/*i — A = ±ni¿,      jt*g — /»í^+ni»,      •••,     i*p-i—fip-2 = ± np—i i t

r*p—1 = ¿ Wpî,

where the n¡ have the values 0,1, 2, • • •, and i =V— 1.

From this it is evident that

Qj(xl) = einixi (j = l, 2,• • • ,p; i =K=7; m = 0,± 1,±2, • • •)•

Similarly y> (xf) = e~injxj for the same values of j and n¡.

Hence the values for X found above are confirmed and the form of one

solution of (1) and (7) is given explicitly by

(18) M»m...^= e*-1*** (nx = 0,±l,±2,---).

The corresponding solution of the adjoint system is

p

(19) Vn,n,...n,= e  "-1*  X (»* = 0, ± 1, + 2, • • • ).

In both solutions the corresponding value of X is given by

(2*0) A», »,... n = — i2nxp "*■
x=l
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It is important to notice that the forms of the solutions given in (18) and

(19) are not unique but correspond to only one choice of the </> function.

Although any function y in p variables, which has a period of 2 n in each,

may be utilized, it is desirable in this paper to restrict ourselves to a con-

sideration of the form given above, since it is this choice of y which leads

always to expansions in multiple Fourier series.

4. CONVERGENCE OF THE EXPANSION IN MULTIPLE F0URD3R SERIES

To introduce the proof by the contour method it is thought best to give

the results from Birkhoff's article* for the simple case

du   i j a dv   . ,        A
-3-\-Xu — 0, -:-\-Xv — 0,

(21) dx dx

u(tt) — u(—7i) — 0, v(n) — v(— n) = 0,

since the present case is made to depend on it.

The Green's function for this system is

(22) G (x, s)

Ms-x—x)

2 sinh Xn '

X(S T ÎT-X)

2 sinh X n '

if s > x,

if S < X.

Its residue fo  the principal value X — A¿ is

Ui(x)Vi(s)
(23) B(x,s;Xi) =

yLKUi(x)vi(x)dx

The general term of the formal expansion for/(x) is

îii(x)j7Lnf(s)vi(s)ds

This is equal to

(25) *        f    P G(x,s;X)f(s)dsdX,
2nV — lJ TV -7T

* Loc. cit.
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in which r¡ is a contour in the A-plane enclosing just the one simple pole Xi

of G. The sum of n terms of the expansion is given by

(26) \—-ï    ÇK G(x,s,X)f(s)dsdX:
2nV—lJ rJ -x

where r is a contour containing Xu A2, • • -, l„ and no other A,-.

By assuming a sequence of circles Fn with centers at the origin, such that

their distance from the nearest poles, ni and — ni, where i = ~V—1 and

n is an integer, is at least d >0, the value of the series is found as the limit

of the contour integrals, as n-> o°.

By breaking the inner integral into two, i. e., from — n to x and from x to n,

and integrating as to s by parts, the integral is evaluated. If one uses the

more convenient form

Ms—x)

(27) G(x, s; X) = ^—— [sgn(a; — s) + cothA/r],

the two parts are quite similar. The steps may be sketched as follows:

J» = ©M ^— (1 + coth *«)/(«) dsdX
¿71IV   p   d —7T ú

= ¿/,..{[4?(1+cotu'IH-.+0(i)}'"

= ¿t/,1±I^^"0)"+0(t)

(28)

since

f ^LdX^oii].
Jr.* u '

Similarly the other part yields        ^       + o(-y)> and tne limit of tneir

f(x—Q)A.f(x_LQ)
sum gives —- «—!—- uniformly fora;, provided f'(x) is continuous.
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Let us see how this may be applied to the proof of convergence of the

series (11). If we denote

X —1*1,   f*i —/**>   /*x-i — /**,   Pp-i where x = 3,4, .--,(p — l),

by vx, vi} vx, vp, respectively, then the Green's functions for the ordinary

differential systems may be written

(29)   Gx(x„ sx, vx) =---[sga(xx — sx) + cothvx7r],x = l,2,-..,p.

One may designate the residue of Gx for the principal value vx = vxj by

Qx¡(xx)yx¡(sx)
(30)       Bxj(xx,sx,vxj) = ——t-1-(x==i)2,...,_p).

J-nQxj(xx)rXj(xx)dxx

The general term of our formal expansion (11) will then be

F-xF-x- • -F-x fvj dxi dx,--- dxp

F-xF-x • • ■ Fx uj Vjdxxdxf. dxp

and the series may be represented by

«js/>

F-x■ ' • F-xfYlYxjdXi--. dxp v

2k-p x~xp-—--fie*/*«) = F(xx,-..,xp).

F-x--- F*Yl**iTLr*Jdxi • • • dxp*'1
x=l      x=l

Then, since

Qx¡(xx)Yxj(sx)
Gx(xx, sx; vxj) =-—-1- ox(xx, sx\ vx)

("x— vxj) J -* Qxj(xx)rxj(xx) dxx

(* = 1,2, •••,!>),

where ffx is analytic in vx at vx = v^, if we define the residue of p complex

variables ex, x = 1, 2, • • •,p,-ns the coefficient of J J -.-r-, then the
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P

value of J JGxUjj) for zx = zxj is

70—:'<ñ I I ~,—"—^~T" dzi dz<¡.- ■ ■ dzp,

and that of the term of F for which vx= v^, x = 1,2, • • • ,p, will be the

same as that of
p

(31)   j2ñW^r,"'"J7,J-it-"J-7r/(s1,...,Sp)fJ[6rx(a;Je, sx; rx)dsxdvx]

where rx refers to a contour in the ^-plane, (or vx-plane), containing thesimple

pole zxj, (or vxj), because tenns of the form 0x(xx, sx\ px)   \ \(pí—-píj) will
'   i=l

i*x

contribute nothing.

Hence if F converges, it will be represented by the limit as vx-+<x>, x = 1,

2, • • •, p, oft he same integral (31) taken around sequences of circular contours

in the px-planes, which are drawn in these several planes as that for the

simple problem was drawn in the A-plane.

Let us now break up the integral (31) into 2P pieces by taking every com-

bination formed by dividing each real interval from —-n to n into two inter-

vals of the form —n to xx and xx to n, for x = 1,2, • • • ,p.

Consider the piece

(32)

±ñp!r-SrJ\~-txf(sl,...,^)JJi_-(l + coth^rr)^^ .
' x=i

Integrating by parts as before p times, we obtain

i_ r    r íííl
(2

Similarly the piece whose upper limits are n and whose lower limits are

xP, Xp-i, • • •, xi, respectively, has the value

*,«,...,«     _ /(a;i+0,a.2+0,---,a;p+0)
J-Xp,Xp—l,-",Xt 2P -o
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and it is clear that the limit of F is given by

V /(aj±0,g*±0,---, xp± 0)
¿J 2p       - -   -    »

in which the summation includes every possible combination formed by

choosing just one sign for each argument of /. We may therefore state the

THEOREM. Let f(xx, x2, • • -, xv) be made up of a finite number of pieces

in the region — n < xx < n, x = 1, 2, • • -,p, each real, continuous, and

possessing continuous partial derivatives.   The multiple Fourier expansion con-

p  du
nected with the partial differential equation2~^-\~Xu = 0, and the boundary

x=ioxx

conditions Lx (u) = 0 (x = 1, 2, • • -,p), namely, the series

converges to — 2f(xi -®> x* — 0» • • •, xp^- 0) for each point of the region

— 7ir = a;x = 7r(x = l)2, •••, p), provided we interpret the argument (±n -\- 0)

at points of the boundary to mean (—n) and the argument (±ti— 0) to mean

(n). In any subregion in which fis continuous and possesses continuous partial

derivatives the series converges uniformly to f.

From the fact that the function to be expanded is real and that the solution

^nrixr

may be written

p

u = \\(cosnxxx-\-ismnxxx)
X = l

it is evident that F will contain, besides a possible constant, only terms of

a multiple Fourier series. This may be illustrated by the following.

Example. Expand f(x, y, z) = xyz in a multiple Fourier series.

Here

/(*, y, *) =2        2 Ëcimn #*****
' = —oo í»= — oo   n=~-oo
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where

cimn = -^-jF-xF-xF--xy^~liJ>~miy~ni' dxdydz

¿s

= -:-cosÜTrícosmír) cos«?r.

Hence

00 00 00

xyz = 2 -resine1™   2   —cosmn emiv 2   —coswTre""
l= — oo  I m=—oo m n =—oo W

= 2/1-rcoslíisiiila;   2 I-cosmnrsinwicy) 2 I-cosnsr sin«z ,

since the terms may be rearranged and the value of any of the c's with a zero

subscript is zero. This series converges uniformly to xyz for any interior

point and converges to zero on the boundary.

It is clear that the restrictions on/might be lightened and that its region

might easily be extended.

university of illinois,
Urbana, III.


